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The BMC Series Editorial Production Team
Tel: +44 (0) 20 3192 2014
Email: bmcseriesprepublication@biomedcentral.com

RE: Manuscript # 8449177322741726
Title: Angiotensin II type 2 receptor signaling significantly attenuates growth of murine pancreatic carcinoma grafts in syngeneic mice

Dear Printing Editor,

Thank you very much for your kind instructions to correct additional mistakes of the above-referenced manuscript. We have modified the manuscript as instructed. A list of modifications and responses is included along with our revised manuscript.

Thank you very much for your time.

Sincerely,

Masaaki Tamura, D.V.M., Ph.D. (corresponding author)
Associate Professor
Anatomy & Physiology, College of Veterinary Medicine
Kansas State University
Manhattan, KS 66506
Phone: (785) 532-4825
Fax: (785) 532-4557
E-mail: mtamura@vet.ksu.edu
List of modifications:

Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)

Author list: the list of authors in the manuscript should be written exactly as they are in the submission system, both in style and order. The preferred style is 'First name Initial Last name' (e.g. Joe F Bloggs). Currently they do not match. ---- Changed

Abstract: please ensure that the Abstract is present in manuscript and matches exactly what is in the submission system. Currently they do not match. ---- I do not know what does not match. But I placed one blank line in between each subsection.

Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above) ---- Please correct as it supposed to be.

Affiliations: Please do not use full capitals for country names, and please do not include full stops in abbreviated country names. ---- Corrected based on recent printed version of BMC Cancer

References: please provide the full citation details for references 3, 17. You can view the BMC reference guide at the following link http://www.biomedcentral.com/bmcgenet/ifora/#references. ---- Two references have been corrected as instructed.

Please make sure you use the latest version of the main file as we have made several formatting changes and using a previous unformatted version will delay publication. ---- Used final corrected version.

Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.

Thank you very much for your attention.

Masaaki Tamura